An important tool for interpreting LHC searches for new physics are simplified models. They are characterized by a small number of parameters and thus often rely on a simplified description of particle production and decay dynamics. We compare the interpretation of current LHC searches for hadronic jets plus missing energy signatures within simplified models with the interpretation within complete supersymmetric and same-spin models of quark partners. We found that the differences between the mass limits derived from a simplified model and from the complete models are moderate given the current LHC sensitivity. We conclude that simplified models provide a reliable tool to interpret the current hadronic jets plus missing energy searches at the LHC in a more model-independent way.
Introduction
In order to cover a broad part of BSM theories' parameter space, current searches for new physics at the LHC use simplified models motivated by supersymmetry to quantify their results 1,2,3,4,5 . Several recently developed tools 6, 7, 8, 9 use simplified model results to enable one to test BSM theories against LHC results. It is thereby assumed that upper limits calculated from signal efficiencies for simplified models are mostly unchanged compared to more realistic, more complicated models that include more particles or even have particles with a different spin.
One simplified SUSY model for squarks called T2, shown in figure 1, includes light-flavor squarks, where squarks decay to a quark and a lightest supersymmetric stable particle (LSP). Gluinos (as all other supersymmetric particles except the LSP) are decoupled, and it is assumed that the quark partners produced in this simplified model are scalar particles.
We investigated the effects of adding a finite-mass gluino to the simplified model of squarks used by the experimental collaborations, as well as the influence on mass limits upon changing the spin assumption.
Production of squarks at the LHC
In the simplified model of squark production T2, since only light-flavor squarks are present, the blob in figure 1 is represented by the diagrams for squark-antisquark production shown in figure 3 . Squark-antisquark production occurs also through the exchange of a gluino in the t-channel when a finite-mass gluino is present, as shown in figure 2 . With the presence of this diagram, squark pair production and mixtures of left-and right-handed squark production occur as well. That is, instead of only q L q * L production, in the case of finite m g we also have q L q L , q L q R and q L q * R production (as well as R ↔ L, with equal cross sections for mass-degenerate squarks). 
Limits for MSSM-like squarks and LSPs
Adding a finite-mass gluino to the simplified model T2
, we obtain what we named MSSM-like squark production. To investigate the differences in limits obtained from efficiencies of this model versus limits from efficiencies for the T2 model in the mq-mχ0 1 mass plane, we used two strongly excluding 6,9,10 SUSY analyses CMS-SUS-13-012 11 and CMS-SUS-12-028 12 , which we named according to their main cut variables MHT and α T , respectively.
Using a simulation of the 8 TeV LHC with MadGraph 5 13 , Pythia 6 14 , and Delphes 3 15,16 and our own implementations of the MHT and α T analyses, we obtained efficiencies from which we calculated upper limits with RooStatS 21 . Upon comparing these upper limits with the NLO prediction for the cross section of the MSSM-like squark production that was calculated with Prospino 17 , we obtained the red solid lines in figure 4 18 . Repeating the process for calculating limits from efficiencies for the T2 model, and again comparing with the NLO prediction for the cross section of the MSSM-like squark production, we obtained the blue dashed lines in figure figure 4 . The blue and red exclusion lines are within the error for the theoretical prediction of the cross section of the full model exclusions.
Note that the limits shown are from our own simulations and for the most sensitive bin only that was calculated with a pure background hypothesis. CMS, on the contrary, combines bins; this procedure can be expected to yield stronger exclusion limits.
When one assumes that in the T2 model same-spin instead of scalar quark partners are produced, the exclusion limits from the original scalar quark partner T2 model may change. In this case of same-spin KK quark production, the blob in figure 1 is for UED-like quark production represented by the three diagrams shown in figure 5 . As before for MSSM-like squark production, when the gluon partner mass is finite, an additional t-channel diagram appears, yielding not only KK quark-antiquark production q DqD (where D, S stand for SU(2) doublet and singlet, respectively), but also KK quark pair and mixed doublet and singlet production q D q D , q D q S and q DqS (and D ↔ S with equal cross sections).
Limits for UED-like quarks and LKPs
We investigated the difference in limits obtained for a model of UED-like quark production from the full model, containing spin-1/2 quark partners and a finite gluon partner mass, as opposed to limits for this model from the SUSY-T2 model containing scalar quark partners and no gluon partner. Following the same procedure as described in the previous section, with now MadGraph 5 LO cross section predictions of UED-like quark production, we again find that the limit curves in the quark partner and LKP mass plane are close 19 , as shown in figure 6 . The α T analysis slightly underestimates, whereas the MHT analysis overestimates the limits.
Note that for this model, the limits are up to 1300 GeV quark partner masses. Most experimental results up to now, however, present limits up to 1 TeV squark masses. This means that when a BSM model with higher cross sections than a simplified SUSY model is tested against those results, a tool like SModelS would not contain and hence not yield any results in these higher mass regions.
Conclusion
We conclude that simplified models are a good approximation for (1) more general models of supersymmetry and (2) same-spin models that are not originally described by these models 18, 19 .
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